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women's education has become an important consideration for both Government and civil society  in any 

countries all round development education of women play Crisil role education among women helps in 

adopting themselves in any difficult situations like facing their established roll and in transforming their lives 

as a result we should not over look the importance of education in relation to women's empowerment their 

education has acupide the biggest position in grabbing their social status the educated women are touching 

the milestones in reduce in the inquity  and poster the nation of active participation women trust in the court 

education is the manifestation of their character and personality  

keywords education passion Landmark empowerment Trend 

 

introduction  

according to human development report 199the real wealth definition it is people and its purpose is to create 

an enabling environment for people to enjoy long healthy and creative leaves this simple but powerful truth  

is to often forgotten in the  pursuit of material and financial wealth  now is the question whether these pursuits 

or reachable to men they are where  called fare 6 but always get unfair treatment  we need to answer for the 

book 

in this regard here is the famous definition of Rap for 1984 empowerment is viewed as a process the 

mechanism by which people organisation and community gain mystery over there lives empowerment is the 

process of increasing the power and responsibility of citizen to make choices and transform those choice into 

desired action and outcomes 

women empowerment refers to increase the strength of women in all spheres of life like spriotuality socio 

politics even education and gender are the economy of their status  

the woman empowerment includes their full sledged active participation in decision making process in the 

aspects of life further empowerment should be in the step of matters like sides reproductive health free of 

caution discrimination and violence 

significance of women's education I do remember your court educating a man educates and individual but 

educating a woman educates on entire family when women are empowered Mother India is also Empire by 

Jawaharlal Nehru women's education place a crucial role in the development of the whole Nation  it least to 

improvement of the human resources divided and made use of equality as a result education is ultimate 

solution for all the problems related to this a famous thinker M fuel define education is that which illustrate 

the distinction between what is good and what is bad in his words education is the heart of all the revolutions 

throat over history education education and tiles in changing once behaviour thinking viewing and building 

the attitude educated women more likely to advise their daughters to go  to school  college and encourage 

their to do higher education they role in lowering the new born moratality is highly noted point it doesn't mean 

that India is a gender prejudice country to avoid prejudice government need to strength and the women 

empowerment by providing equal opportunities with men in educating them with special provisions for 

women the level of literacy rate disparity marks a very men 82.14 where as the literacy of women is 65.46%  

majority of the women poke confined to kitchen  

education for empowering women  
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women's roll is critical in all cultures in a child fundamental existence a woman care is prominent in human 

life education helps her to build up good attitude which will result in India social economic and political 

development education as an impact and women empowerment has become an affirmative action and the 

government level women empowerment is a global to improve this factor especially in political right  in 1985 

n a r o i b iinternational Women's conference attract the nation of women's empowerment however education 

challenges and to transform their lives  therefore no one can over look the value of women's education in 

moulding their personalities their education 

advancement have been the light of prominencwhich leaves  India toachi the Global superpower very shortly 

the superficial this the United Nation development fund for women demands  u n i f e m 

gaining knowledge and Awareness of gender relations and the method in which these interaction maybe 

modified  

gaining the capacity to develop options and excise bargaining power  

developing the ability to organise and influence the direction of social change in order to established a more 

fair social and economic order  both domestically and globally  

finally empowerment marksheet persons control over psychological feeling for social status political authority 

legal rights it includes organisation individuals and communities as the multi dimensional architecture 

 

highlight women's participation 

 

they demanding for women's empowerment is not enough withoutthere involvement in agencies and offices 

empowerment is hunting cable that participation in Panchayat Raj Institutionencompasses in policy 

formulation and program planning implementation and assessment of policies and programs amud at 

developing target groups which accomplacious the act of demonstrating the decision making and 

administrative power of course when took active participation during free independent theorem as the result 

women gained political powers itsfaithful that article 15 of Indian constitution promises equal rights to all 

citizen Lok Sabha Rajya Sabha and Vidhan Sabha 10% so far no doubt male dominance is Apparent Apparent 

even in Bureaucracy Court army and police department it's speak that truth of disparity.  

India is there partial  fo failure toaccomplish ideas like fairness equality and social justice after 

independencethe pathetic conditions of women did not turndo few womens occupied highest positions and 

enjoyed their powers only when United NationsUN declared 1975 as the international Women's year women's 

presence in politics started to gain attention across the globethe UNS women's decade which begin from 1976 

to 1985 had adopt the team equality development and peace however 70 3rd and 74th constitutional 

amendment acts acted as the boost of the position of women in decision making process did not gain 

significance in India the where mint only decision making powers at their local level 

 

equality in education I am place to share this piece of information that the rate of literacy and the enrollment 

of boys and girls have been narrow slowly increase the female engagement in literacy initiative in addition to 

this literary enrollment disparities between boys and girls in non retreating homes are may smaller than in 

nonliterate households however there is no discrimination among girls and boys in assessing basic education 

across the globe I don't dinner the point that gender in equality it's Mini Nations and womens are continue to 

ensure discrimination in various aspects like education joy and economic assets as well as environment in 

governance we can see that no industrial is expectation exception without Heartless and disadvantages to 

nearly 65 million girls are  out of school across the globe out of every three one woman is subjected to gender 

based violen out of 15 one girl is married before her 15 years many more women dice as the result of 

deficiency pregnancy and delivery difficulties all the 40% of them have agricultural workforce just 3 to 20% 

or women land owners account for as low as 10% of all forms in Africa gender equality and women's 

empowerment are not justice side effect of progress but they are at the heart of it to address programs women 

empowerment in order to Reform our commitment to help women 

conclusion 

women's priority in advance in a country and guiding it toward  prosperity is a must  we must focus on their 

education  empowerment is nothing but a transition of weakness to the position of strength educated women 

are the potent instrument in changing society dance so education helps to elevate inequalities and serves a tool 

of rising once status within the family  to control the damage of gender discrimination education to men has 

been promoted through setting up more and more schools colleges and Universities they are dedicated only 

to women folk.  
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